
�Enea Announces DO−178B and DO−254
�Includes discussions of SCADE qualification for DO−178B, LynuxWorks FAA certification,
and impact of RTCA SC−205

Chandler, Arizona, November 5, 2008 − Enea (Nordic Exchange/Small Cap/ENEA), a world
leading provider of network software, services and training, today announced that it will offer a
DO−178B/DO−254 training course on November 13 − 14, 2008 at the Marriott Phoenix Buttes
Resort. The course targets engineers and engineering managers who want to improve their
knowledge and enhance their effectiveness applying and obtaining certification for safety−critical
hardware and software processes covered by DO−254/DO−178B.  

The November training course will feature a demonstration of Esterel Technologies' SCADE Suite of
tools, with a focus on how to qualify these tools for use with DO−178B Level A software.
LynuxWorks will discuss the certification of their operating system for reuse per FAA Order 8110.49.

DO−254 and DO−178B are the FAA benchmarks for safety−critical systems, addressing hardware
and software processes, respectively. Created for the avionics industry, these guidelines are now
being embraced industry wide by engineering managers in a broad range of applications requiring a
high degree of safety criticality, including telecommunications, medical equipment, automotive
control, and process control. 

"Enea is one of the largest and most successful safety−critical consulting and training companies in
North America," said Connie Beane, Enea's director of safety critical certification. "We have over
2,000 person−years of expertise in the DO−178B and DO−254 realm, including more than 100
software engineers and DERs who have contributed to the valuable expertise and knowledge made
available through these seminars. We think engineers and engineering managers who want to
maximize the effectiveness of their safety−critical programs and streamline the FAA approval
process will find these seminars extremely valuable." 

Enea will offer a basic introduction to DO−178B on November 13, 2008, followed by advanced
topics on November 14, 2008. The basic course will provide an overview of the DO−178B process
and certification levels, including a step−by−step synopsis of the DO−178B life cycle, tool
qualification, structural coverage, processes and checklists, and how to write, interpret, track, and
implement software requirements. The basic course will also discuss how to maximize process
success and enhance scheduling efficiency while reducing risk and cost. Other topics will include
DO−178B life cycle artifacts, how to develop and deploy a PSAC, how to interact with FAA ACOs
(Aircraft Certification Offices), and how to pass an FAA or DER audit the first time with integrity. Day
two will tackle advanced topics such as structural coverage, maximizing DER effectiveness, safe
coding practices, and achieving DO−178B compliance for DOD/military projects.

Day two will also feature an overview of DO−254, including a review of functional failure path
analysis for Design Assurance Levels A and B, and a discussion of similarities to DO−178B. An
FAA DER (Designated Engineering Representative) with over ten years experience will be on hand
both days to answer questions about DO−178B and DO−254 compliance. 

The cost for the basic first−day class is $ 995. The cost for the advanced second day class is $ 500.
Enea will offer a 20% discount to current clients and companies who register more than one
attendee. Enea will also offer private 1−3 day training seminars ranging from $ 6,000 to $ 10,500. 

To register in advance, contact Enea at (480) 753−9200, or visit www.enea.com/training/DO178B.
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For more information on the course, visit www.enea.com/training/agenda.
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About Enea
Enea (Nordic Exchange/Small Cap/ENEA) is the leading supplier of real−time operating systems,
middleware, development tools, database technology and professional services for high−availability
systems such as telecommunications infrastructure, mobile devices, medical instrumentation, and
automobile control/infotainment. Enea's flagship operating system, Enea OSE, is deployed in
approximately half of the world's 3G mobile phones and base stations. Enea has over 750
employees and is listed on the OMX Nordic Exchange Stockholm AB. For further information on
Enea, please visit www.enea.com.   

Enea®, Enea OSE®, Netbricks®, Polyhedra® and Zealcore® are registered trademarks of Enea AB
and its subsidiaries. Enea OSE® ck, Enea OSE® Epsilon, Enea® Element, Enea® Optima, Enea®
LINX, Enea® Accelerator, Polyhedra® Flashlite, Enea® dSPEED Platform, Accelerating Network
Convergence(TM), Device Software Optimized(TM) and Embedded for Leaders(TM) are
unregistered trademarks of Enea AB or its subsidiaries. Any other company, product or service
names mentioned above are the registered or unregistered trademarks of their respective owner. ©
Enea AB 2008.
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